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Abstract
Voting groups such as judicial panels and committees make highly consequential and repeated
decisions. Yet, we know very little about how groups take into account past successes and failures
when making subsequent decisions. In two experiments, groups and individuals made repeated choices
between two risky alternatives. Our main interest is the choice dynamics: We compare groups and
individuals in terms of the evolution of choices over time, and what affects these changes. Experiment
1 compared voting groups of three non-communicating members whose majority determines the group
decision, to individuals choosing by themselves. We found that groups did not outperform individuals.
Groups, like individuals, based their choices on the outcome of the previous choice, and the
counterfactual outcome. These effects were stronger for groups than for individuals. Experiment 2
demonstrated that reactivity to outcomes increased when individuals are responsible for others'
outcomes, and that feedback regarding others' choices diminished reactivity. Our findings qualify the
common intuition that groups are more levelheaded than individuals. Short term choice dynamics
should be taken into account when entrusting decisions to groups rather than to individuals.
Keywords: group decision making; risky decisions; decisions from experience; reactions to outcomes
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Introduction
Groups are ubiquitous in most societies and cultures, from families to board members,
classes to government. Many influential decisions are allocated to groups: parliaments vote on
which bills to pass, judicial panels decide on convictions and appeals, and FDA committees
vote on drug approvals. Groups' advantages over individuals are often touted; in many
situations more heads are better than one – such as in situations that require more knowledge
or memory capacity. Groups also have critical disadvantages over individuals, such as
polarization, heightened conformism, and inability to agree. Yet, previous literature has
mostly neglected the evolution of groups' decisions over time. We know very little about how
groups learn from their experiences and how they take into account the outcomes of their
previous choices. Here we fill this critical gap, examining how groups react to their previous
successes and failures when making future choices. The purpose of our study is to compare
groups and individuals in terms of the learning dynamics through the decision making
process.
Choice dynamics are crucial in the comparison between groups and individuals, beyond
the comparison of performance. Short term dynamic patterns may impinge on a variety of
organizational questions, such as whether groups are more or less likely to innovate than
individuals; whether groups are more or less likely to depart from a failing strategy than
individuals; and whether policies determined by committees are expected to adhere longer or
shorter than ones decided by individual executives. Our study provides insights to these
questions.
We investigate how the knowledge that one belongs to a group affects one’s choices and
especially choice dynamics over time. Notably, social processes that may occur within
groups, such as discussion and deliberation, add several layers of complexity and prevent
concrete conclusions about the differences between group and individual decision making.

Therefore, as a first step in studying choice dynamics we examine decisions made by noncommunicating, non-deliberating, groups (or "non-cooperative groups", Bornstein, 2008;
"individualistic groups", Blinder, 2007; "nominal groups", Taylor, Berry, & Block, 1958).
Group members vote or decide individually and the decision is an aggregate of these
individual decisions; that is, the decision is not reached collectively, by a joint process, but
rather is a function of the individual decisions. We henceforth refer to such groups as "voting
groups". In what follows, we describe two contrasting hypotheses regarding groups' choice
dynamics and its comparison with that of individuals. Our two experiments use a simple
repeated risky decision making task to test these hypotheses and explore accountability and
availability of information as potential mechanisms.
Group versus individual choice dynamics Individuals’ choices, and their likelihood of
repeating a previous choice or switching from it, depend on previous outcomes (Avrahami &
Kareev, 2011; Camerer & Ho, 1999; Erev et al., 2010; Hart et al., 2016; Hertwig et al., 2004;
Kareev, Avrahami & Fiedler, 2014; Lejarraga, Dutt, & Gonzalez, 2012; Nowak & Sigmund,
1993; Selten, Abbink, & Cox, 2005). Individuals react both to the received payoff from their
chosen alternative, and (often even more strongly) to the forgone, counterfactual, payoffs:
People tend to switch to the alternative that would have yielded a better outcome (Avrahami
& Kareev, 2011; Erev & Barron, 2005; Ert & Erev, 2007; Hart et al., 2016; Kareev et al.,
2014; Mellers, Schwartz, & Ritov, 1999; Yechiam & Busemeyer, 2005; 2006; Yechiam &
Rakow, 2011). Yet, the influence of outcomes on choice dynamics is consequential and yet
mostly unknown when groups are those who make the decisions.
Groups as decision units, and the comprising group members, may react differently than
individuals to their previous choices and outcomes. Potentially, the mere aggregation of
individual members' choices leads to an observed shift in reactivity of groups, compared to
individuals (Ambrus et al., 2015). More interesting predictions arise from Social Comparison

Theory (e.g., Levinger & Schneider, 1969; Vroom et al., 1969). According to this theory,
people behave fundamentally differently when they are part of a group compared to when
they are by themselves: "When one moves from a social to a nonsocial setting [...] the
individual products available for combination may differ" (Vroom et al., 1969).
Hypothesis 1a: Group members will be less reactive to their outcome than individuals.
Hypothesis 1b: As a product of their members’ behavior, groups as decision units will be
less reactive than individuals.
Hypothesis 1c: Group members will be less reactive to the outcome when more group
members made the same choice.
Within group decisions, each member has only a part in the decision – compared to an
individual choice, which is always implemented. Group members might thus feel that they are
not to be blamed for a bad outcome (or praised for a good one), and might experience
diffusion of responsibility (Latane, Williams, & Harkins, 1979; Wallach, Kogan, & Bem,
1964). Less control over outcomes has been associated with lower overall responsiveness in
both humans and animals (Li et al., 2010; Seligman, 1975) and with social loafing in social
decision contexts, (Karau & Williams, 1993; Latane et al., 1979).
Groups' and individuals' differential use of information also supports the conjecture that
groups would be less likely than individuals to be swayed by the most recent outcomes.
Groups are able to gather and process more information (Cohen & Thompson, 2011; Charness
& Sutter, 2012), and use it better than individuals (Hinsz, Tindale, & Vollrath, 1997). Groups
tend to rely more than individuals on memory, and have a longer memory span (Cohen &
Thompson, 2011; Charness & Sutter, 2012; Hinsz, Tindale, & Vollrath, 1997). Lejarraga et al.
(2014) find that groups make better choices than do individuals initially, but adapt more
slowly to a change in the lotteries' properties.

Two other mechanisms that could lead to group members' lower reactivity are social
information and conformity. One might treat other group members' choices as sources of
information (Bettenhausen & Murnighan 1985). Even when there is no additional objective
information, group members may attempt to conform to others. Both will lead group members
to place more weight on others’ decisions than on the obtained outcome when making their
decisions (Asch, 1956; Janis, 1972; 1982). To see why this would lead to lower reactivity,
consider the following example. If one’s choice yielded a bad outcome, one may think that
the choice was wrong (i.e., that one chose the worse alternative), or that one chose correctly
(i.e., the typically better alternative) but was unlucky. One may be more likely to attribute the
bad outcome to bad luck rather than to a bad decision if one is in a group and sees that other
members chose the same alternative. Thus, group members within a majority may be more
likely to ignore the previous outcome, and more likely to repeat their previous choice, than
individuals.
Hypothesis 2a: Group members will react more strongly to their outcomes than
individuals.
Hypothesis 2b: As a product of their members’ behavior, groups as decision units will be
more reactive than will individuals.
Hypothesis 2c: Group members who were pivotal in the choice will react more strongly to
its outcome.
One may derive a diametrically opposite argument to those presented above from Social
Comparison Theory. The presence of others motivates people to present themselves in a
socially desirable way (Levinger & Schneider, 1969). While reactivity to outcomes per se is
neither socially desirable nor undesirable (see the General Discussion for more on this issue),
group members might feel more accountable than individuals for their choices and outcomes
(for reviews, see Guerin, 1986; Lerner & Tetlock, 1999). A group member's decision affects

not only his or her outcome, but also that of the other members (if he or she was in the
majority). People who feel accountable are more sensitive to risk and losses (Tetlock &
Boettger, 1994), pay more attention to, and use, situational cues (relevant or irrelevant for the
decision; Lerner & Tetlock, 1999). Individuals who were observed had increased neural
responses associated with outcome evaluation (Tian et al., 2015). In addition, group members
may perceive the stakes as higher (even if the personal outcome is identical to that of the
individual). With these higher stakes, reactivity to the outcome may be stronger. Thus, group
members might experience – and react to – gains and losses more strongly than individuals.
A group member's feeling of responsibility, and in turn, reactivity to outcomes, may be
intensified when that member was pivotal in the decision; namely, when one could have
reversed the entire decision (Lagnado, Gerstenberg, & Zultan, 2013). In such situations, the
counterfactual – the forgone payoff yielded by the unchosen option – is more salient and may
lead to a stronger affective reaction and to a stronger behavioral response (Kahneman &
Tversky, 1982). Essentially, when one is the vote tipping the scale, the outcome should play a
bigger role in determining one’s subsequent decision.
Study Overview
In two experiments, we investigate how groups react to their previous outcomes when
making their subsequent choice, and how different elements of the social context affect these
reactions. We use a simple repeated choice paradigm (similar to Avrhami & Kareev, 2011;
Lejarraga et al, 2014), in which individuals and groups make multiple choices over time
between two lotteries, and see the outcomes of both chosen and unchosen lotteries.
Individuals and groups chose repeatedly between two gambles or "boxes". Each had a specific
probability of a coin (unknown to participants) – one better (higher) than the other. In
Experiment 1, we compare voting groups' and individuals' choice dynamics – the reactions to
the previous outcomes. We contrast Hypotheses 1 and 2 by examining choice dynamics at the

"unit" level, namely groups versus individuals (Hypotheses 1a and 2a), and at the individual
level, namely differences in individual behavior between group members and individuals
choosing for themselves only (Hypotheses 1b-c and 2b-c). To follow previous studies, we
also examine the overall choice rate of the better box. Experiment 2 extends the results of
Experiment 1, by examining the roles of responsibility for others' outcomes, and feedback
regarding others' decisions in choice behavior as underlying mechanisms.
We define reactions to outcomes as immediate, short-lived, persistent changes in behavior
corresponding to the most recent outcome of one's decision, in line with Avrahami and
Kareev (2011). Our paradigm allows us to test the weight decision makers give to both their
received and forgone outcomes. As decision makers observe both alternatives' outcomes, this
setup prevents confounding of switching between lotteries with explorative behavior such as
that evinced by Hertwig and Erev (2009) among others.
We study voting groups, in which each group member votes individually and
anonymously, and the majority of votes determines the final decision. Voting groups enable
us to more directly and clearly examine how belonging to a group – as a social context –
affects individual group members' behavior; that is, how group membership modifies the
individual decisions. We choose to study voting groups –rather than communicating groups or
large crowds– as voting groups allow us to make comparisons between group members and
individuals, and ascertain the influence of being part of a group on overall choice and its
temporal dynamics. We note that the potential group membership effect is thus separate from
social factors such as shyness and desire to express expertise (e.g., Ambrus, Greiner, &
Pathak, 2015; Charness, Karni, & Levin, 2006; Diehl & Stroebe, 1987; Kerr & Tindale, 2004;
Steiner, 1972), and effects of the deliberation process itself (Baron, 1986; Briley & Wyer,
2002; Sunstein, 2006; Vroom, Grant, & Cotton, 1969; Zajonc, 1965), such as polarization
(Isenberg, 1986; Moscovici & Zavalloni, 1969) or groupthink (Janis, 1972; 1982). While

members in voting groups are less distracted (or not at all) by the aforementioned social
considerations, they are still aware of the other group members, in contrast to studies
regarding the wisdom of crowds. In such crowds, there is no co-dependence: One’s decisions
do not affect others’ choices or outcomes, nor are one’s own choices and outcomes affected
by those of other members of the crowd. Further, the choices and judgments made by these
groups or crowds do not affect the outcome of the group as a whole. In contrast, in voting
groups such as committees, boards, and even countries, belonging to a group may indeed
affect one’s choice, and – as long as one is in the majority – one’s choice affects everyone’s
outcome, including one’s own.
Another important feature of our design is that groups have a fixed make-up over time,
that is, comprise of the same members for the duration of the experiment. Fixed groups are a
necessity in our setup, as we investigate the choice dynamics of groups as decision making
units. Only in this way, we can examine how the group choice and outcome affects the same
group's consecutive choice.
Experiment 1
Method
Eighty-four Hebrew University students participated in the experiment, in exchange for
monetary compensation based on their decisions. Subjects played a computerized task,
making repeated choices between two boxes over 100 rounds. Subjects knew that each of the
boxes had a fixed probability of containing a coin, and that the presence of a coin was
determined independently for each box. At the end of each round, the two boxes opened, and
their contents revealed. Subjects received the payoff (coin or no coin) in the chosen box; the
payoffs accumulated and converted to money at the end of the experiment.
We did not inform subjects that one box had a 60% chance of containing a coin, while the
other had a 40% chance. Subjects experienced the probabilities over time; these were not

explicitly stated. The position of the better box (left or right) was counterbalanced between
sessions.
Choices were made either by an individual subject (SLF condition; n=24), or by a fixed
group of three subjects, randomly matched at the beginning of the experiment (GRP
condition; n=60, constituting 20 groups).2 In the GRP condition, we told subjects they are
randomly grouped with two other subjects in the session; they did not know the identity of the
other members, but knew that the group composition would be the same throughout the
experiment. Subjects could not communicate with each other.
In the GRP condition, the group choice was determined via a majority rule: After each
subject made a choice, the box that got the most votes was chosen for the entire group. In this
condition, subjects received feedback regarding their own choice, how many group members
chose each box, and the box chosen by the majority – which entailed their payoff.
The payoff rule in the GRP condition was equivalent to that in the SLF condition: Each
coin in the chosen box added a point to each subject's till. Every two coins were worth one
New Israeli Shekel (approximately $0.27). On average, subjects earned 27.25 NIS. There was
no difference in subjects' payoffs in the two conditions (SLF: M=27.04, SD= 3.10; GRP:
M=27.43, SD=2.12; t(82)=0.651, p=.517).
Results
Groups perform no better than individuals
We first look at decision units' aggregate performance, taking each group in the GRP
condition and each individual in the SLF condition, as a unit. There were thus 44 decision
units in total. Both groups and individuals, as units, were able to discern the better box: On
average, the better box was chosen on 72.61% of the rounds (SD=0.194); this proportion was
significantly higher than chance (t(43)=7.744, p<.001).
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As can be seen in Figure 1(a), the frequency of choosing the better box increased over
time, but was mostly stable after the first few rounds. We conducted a logistic regression with
variance clustered by decision unit (controlling for the repeated choices; n=8400 data points,
44 units).3 We used GRP/SLF condition and round (as a logarithmic function) as independent
variables. The frequency of choosing the better box indeed increased with round (OR=1.555,
z=6.43, p<.001). There was no difference between groups and individuals in choosing the
better box (SLF: M=0.724, SD=0.447; GRP: M=0.729, SD=0.445; OR=1.423, z=0.79,
p=.430), nor a difference over time between groups and individuals (OR=0.911, z=-0.67,
p=.500). The location of the better box (right or left) did not affect choice frequency
(t(42)=0.06, p=.954).
Individuals within groups learn more slowly
We next turn to the choice behavior of individuals in GRP and SLF. Each individual –
each person in SLF and each group member in GRP – constituted an analyses unit. We
conducted a logistic regression with variance clustered by individual (n=8400 data points, 84
clusters) on better box choices, with condition and round (as a logarithmic function) as
independent variables. As with decision units, individuals' frequency of choosing the better
box increased with round (OR=1.422, z=5.87, p<.001), but mostly in the earlier rounds. There
was no difference between individuals in GRP and SLF in the frequency of choosing the
better box (OR=1.920, z=1.76, p=.078). Yet, as Figure 1(b) shows, there was a significant
difference between conditions in the pattern over time: Choice rates of individuals in GRP
changed less over time, compared to individuals in SLF (OR=0.762, z=-2.27, p=.023). That is,
individuals in groups seemed to learn more slowly than individuals who chose for themselves
only.
Groups react more than individuals to their most recent outcome
3

As participants made multiple decisions, there may be a correlation within unit. We correct for this correlation
by clustering the standard errors by unit (Petersen, 2009; Williams, 2000).

In order to examine whether, and how, units react to the outcome of their previous choice,
we calculated a binary "switch" variable reflecting whether the current choice was different
from its predecessor. A logistic regression model, clustered by unit, examined whether switch
tendency was affected by the previous choice (whether the better box was chosen), the
payoffs in both boxes, and the GRP/SLF condition. There were less switches following a
choice of the better box (OR=0.273, z=-6.18, p<.001), which might be accounted for by the
different choice rates of the better and worse boxes. When the chosen box did not contain a
coin, units tended to switch (OR=0.673, z=-2.51, p=.012). Further, when the unchosen box
contained a coin, units tended to subsequently switch to it (OR=1.440, z=3.86, p<.001). This
effect was moderated when the chosen box contained a coin: When a unit received a coin, the
unit was less sensitive to the content of the unchosen box (OR=0.705, z=-3.59, p<.001).
Our main objective was to test whether groups demonstrate the same reactions to payoffs
as individuals. Both groups and individuals tended to switch at about the same rate
(OR=1.196, z=0.69, p=.493). However, groups were more sensitive to payoffs than
individuals: When the chosen box did not contain a coin, groups switched more often than
individuals (OR=0.638, z=-2.93, p=.003).4 The GRP and SLF switch tendencies following all
outcome combinations are shown in Figure 2.
These results were not only due to "rational" switches from the worse to the better box.
We observed the same effects when analyzing switches only after choosing the better box,
with the exception that the outcome of the unchosen box was was now only marginally
significant. Moreover, the results held even when analyzing only units for which the observed
probability of a coin in the previous rounds was substantially higher (10%) in the better box
than the worse box; that is, units that (very likely) know which box is the better box.

4

Interestingly, when conducting regressions by condition, the main effects of the chosen and unchosen boxes'
outcomes were significant only in the GRP condition, and not in the SLF condition. Notably, the interaction
between the chosen and unchosen boxes' outcomes was highly significant in both conditions.

As we noted in our hypotheses section, the heightened reactivity of groups compared to
individuals might be a mere statistical result of the aggregation of individual tendencies – the
same tendencies observed for individuals choosing only for themselves. However, our data
show that this is not the case: The individual tendencies themselves differed when the
individual belonged to a group, as the next section shows.
Forces at play within groups
We next turn to the choice behavior of individuals in GRP and SLF to further understand
units' decisions – to test whether group members and individuals choosing only for
themselves have similar reactions to their outcomes.
As groups were composed of three members, each group decision could be made
unanimously by the three members, or by a majority of two (with one member outvoted). Of
all GRP decisions, 36% (720 choices of 2000) were made unanimously. The number of
unanimous decisions did not change over time. We defined three situations regarding a group
member's role in a specific decision: G3 is a member who chose the same box as the two
other members (i.e., in a unanimous decision); G2 is a member who was in a majority of two;
G1 is a member who was outvoted (i.e., chose a different box from the two other members).
Note that these "roles" are for a given round, namely, someone who was G3 in a specific
round could be G1 in a following round. Figure 3 presents the switch tendencies following all
outcome combinations for each situation (G1, G2, G3).
Being accountable increases individuals' reactions to outcomes
We tested whether individuals who were accountable for the group outcome reacted more
(or less) to their payoffs than individuals choosing only for themselves. We operationalize
accountability for outcome in the following way. One's choice was implemented, and its
consequences were carried out and determined one's payoff. One could be held accountable
for this choice in the sense that one could be asked to justify the outcome, and could be

assigned credit or blame for it. This definition obviously includes SLF participants. In the
GRP condition, this definition includes members in the majority, both unanimous – G3 – and
non-unanimous – G2. Such cases are seemingly equivalent in that the received outcome
corresponded to the subject's choice. The definition excludes G1, who were outvoted and
whose choices were not implemented.
A logistic regression comparing choice dynamics of SLF to G2 and G3 revealed that G2
and G3 reacted more strongly to their outcome than SLF: As presented in Figure 3, G2 and
G3 switched more than SLF if the chosen box did not yield a coin (OR=0.758, z=-2.04,
p=.041). That is, individuals who were accountable for a group decision were more reactive to
their outcome than individuals who made the choice for themselves only. However, G2 and
G3 did not overall switch more or less than SLF (OR=1.285, z=1.04, p=.297).
Pivotal individuals react more strongly to outcomes.
To test for the added influence of pivotality in the decision on reactions to the outcome,
we compared the switch tendencies of G2 to those of G3. These two situations are very
similar as members in both G2 and G3 situations made a decision within a group, their
decision was the majority decision, and as such it was implemented and determined their
outcome. However, they differ on one important aspect: G2 were pivotal in the decision – had
they made a different choice, the group decision would have been different; in contrast, a
different choice made by G3 would not have led to a different group decision. Thus, G3
situations are the best baseline to examine the effect of pivotality on one's tendency to switch.
Notably, as group members could experience both G2 and G3 situations across rounds, this
comparison was within-person. The logistic regression variance was thus clustered by subject.
G2 were marginally more prone to switch than G3 in general (OR=0.793, z=-1.94, p=.052),
and switched more often than G3 following no coin (OR=0.848, z=-2.10, p=.036). Pivotality
in the group decision increased the tendency to switch as well as the reactivity to outcomes.

Outvoted individuals react more strongly to outcomes
G1 were unique in our setting in that the choice they made was not realized: They were
outvoted by two other members, whose choices determined the group decision and payoff. To
test whether being outvoted influenced reactions to the two boxes' payoffs, we compared the
switch tendencies of G1 to those of G2 and G3. A logistic regression demonstrated that
overall, G1 switched more often than G2 and G3 (OR=1.343, z=2.14, p=.032), suggesting a
tendency to move towards the box chosen by the majority. The tendency to switch was
intensified when the box chosen by the group (and unchosen by G1) had contained a coin
(OR=1.368, z=3.15, p=.002). Importantly, as seen in Figure 3, G1 were strongly influenced by
the payoff in their own chosen box (OR=0.665, z=-4.25, p<.001) – even though it did not
affect their payoff since it was not the one chosen by the group.
Discussion
In Experiment 1, we observed differences between individuals and voting groups in both
the reactivity to outcomes and the aggregate choice frequencies over time. Group members
took longer than individuals to reach the same plateau for aggregate decisions, and reacted
more strongly to the previous outcome. This led to the increased reactivity of groups as units,
compared to individuals, supporting Hypotheses 2a-c (opposing Hypotheses 1a-c).
There are several possible explanations for these differences. One possible explanation is
that, given the weaker influence of each member (compared with individuals) on the final
decision and payoff, subjects in the group condition felt less responsible (Latane et al., 1979;
Wallach et al., 1964). This may have led them to behave more carelessly or less deliberately –
learning slower than individuals. Yet, the stronger reactivity to outcomes evinced by group
members may imply that they felt more – and not less – responsible than individuals. A
second explanation lies in the information (feedback) given in the different conditions. In the
group condition, subjects received not only feedback regarding the outcomes of both

alternatives (as in the individual condition), but also frequency feedback about the other group
members' choices, and about the final group decision. This additional information may have
confused the subjects (making them pay attention to various irrelevant cues; Lerner &
Tetlock, 1999), or have led to cognitive load, causing subjects to need more time to learn the
task and to decide on their preferred strategies. This conjecture is somewhat supported by the
findings of Gustafson et al. (1973), observing that non-interacting groups who were given
written feedback about the members' responses had worse performance compared to groups
without feedback.
Experiment 2 provides insight into the source of the observed differences. We examined
two possible sources, namely responsibility for others' payoffs, and feedback regarding others'
decisions. To this end, in one condition (LEAD) a single individual made the decision for the
entire group – thus, that individual alone determined everyone's payoff (similar to Van Swol
& Sniezek, 2005); in another condition (FDB), individuals were provided with feedback
regarding the choices of two other individuals in the session.
Experiment 2
Method
A hundred and twenty Hebrew University students participated in the experiment, in
exchange for monetary compensation. Subjects played the same coin game of Experiment 1
with the same parameters, for 99 rounds. None of the subjects participated in Experiment 1.
The experimental conditions were between subjects. In both FDB and LEAD conditions,
we randomly grouped subjects into 3-person groups, which remained fixed throughout the
experiment, similar to the GRP condition of Experiment 1. In the FDB condition (n=24),
subjects made their choices individually; each subject's payoff was determined only by the
subject's own decision. At the end of each round, subjects received feedback about the

decisions of the two other subjects in their "group". Specifically, subjects saw how many in
their 3-person "group" chose each box, as in Experiment 1's GRP condition.
In the LEAD condition (n=72), we told subjects that in each group, one subject would be
randomly chosen to be the group leader. There were thus 24 leaders. The leaders' decisions
would alone determine the payoff of all group members.5 While the two other members
played the game, their decisions had no impact on their payoff or that of others. At the
beginning of the experiment, we told subjects whether they were the group leader or not. For
the analyses, we examined only the group leaders (n=24).
These conditions were compared with a control SLF condition (n=24), identical to
Experiment 1. That is, choices were made by individual subjects; each subject's payoff was
determined only by their own decisions; they did not receive any information regarding other
subjects.
The payoff rules in the three conditions were equivalent: Each coin in the chosen box
added a point to subjects' till. Every five coins were worth 2 NIS. On average, subjects earned
21.26 NIS from the game plus a 5 NIS show-up fee. There was no difference in subjects'
payoffs in the three conditions (FDB: M=21.33, SD=3.16; LEAD: M=21.33, SD=2.35; SLF:
M=21.13, SD=2.79; all pairwise comparisons were insignificant, p's > .78).
At the end of the experiment, subjects in all conditions filled out a questionnaire regarding
various aspects of decision making. It was used for another experiment and not analyzed here.
Results
Similar overall performance across conditions
We examined the rate of better box choices in the three conditions, finding that subjects
chose the better box quite often. On average, the better box was chosen on 70.71% of the
rounds (SD=0.263); this proportion was significantly higher than chance (t(71)=7.33, p<.001).
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The location of the better box (right or left) again did not affect choices (t(70)=0.22, p=.829).
Figure 4 presents the rate of better box choices over time in the three conditions.
We next compared the three conditions. Thus, we conducted a logistic regression on the
rate of better box choices, with predictors being round (as a logarithmic function), condition
indicator variables for FDB and LEAD, and condition*round interactions; variance was
clustered by subject. As can be seen in the figure, in all conditions the rate of choosing the
better box increased over time (OR=1.352, z=4.33, p<.001) – but was mostly stable after the
first few rounds.
The rate of better box choices did not differ between conditions, as reflected in the nonsignificant effects of the two condition indicator variables (FDB: OR=1.487, z=0.95, p=.343;
LEAD: OR=1.403, z=0.71, p=.479). As seen in Figure 4, the pattern of choices over time also
did not differ between the three conditions: The interaction terms between each condition and
round were insignificant (both p's > .65).
Feedback decreases the tendency to switch (regardless of outcome)
Does the feedback given, or the subjects' responsibility for others' payoffs, account for the
differential reactivity to outcomes observed in Experiment 1? We again examined whether
subjects' tendency to switch from round to round could be explained by the previous outcome,
and whether this differed by condition. Figure 5 presents the percent of switches in all three
conditions as a function of the outcome of the chosen and unchosen boxes.
We submitted the "switch" variable to a logistic regression, with predictors being the
previous choice (whether the better box was chosen), the payoffs in both chosen and
unchosen boxes, condition indicator variables and condition*outcome interactions. Variance
was again clustered by subject.
As presented in Figure 5, and similar to Experiment 1, when the chosen box did not
contain a coin, subjects tended to switch (OR=0.685, z=-2.20, p=.028). Further, when one did

not receive a coin, one switched more often when there was a coin in the unchosen box
(OR=0.858, z=-2.12, p=.034). Subjects also tended to switch more following a choice of the
worse box (OR=0.308, z=-6.90, p<.001).
As for the experimental conditions, there was a significant difference between the FDB
condition and the other two conditions: As seen in Figure 5, subjects in the FDB condition
tended to switch less overall compared to subjects in the other two conditions (OR=0.480, z=2.12, p=.034). However, the effect of outcomes in the FDB condition did not differ from that
in the other conditions, as reflected in non-significant FDB*outcome interactions (all p's >
.68).
There was no difference in the overall rate of switching between the LEAD condition and
the other conditions (OR=1.078, z=0.28, p=.780). There was also no difference in the effect of
outcomes in this condition compared to the other conditions (all LEAD*outcome p's > .10).
However, as can be seen in Figure 5, subjects in the LEAD condition were slightly more
likely to switch following an absence of a coin in the chosen box (OR=0.793, z=-1.64,
p=.101). It is worth noting that while below significance, this result is in line with our
hypothesis following Experiment 1, that responsibility for others' payoffs will increase
subjects' reactivity to their outcomes.
We next wanted to see whether subjects took into account the content of the feedback: Did
being in line versus in disaccord with others' choices influence subjects' reactivity and their
tendency to switch overall?
Deviates switch irrespective of outcome; consensus decreases the tendency to switch
We look at the choice dynamics in the FDB condition, to examine whether the number of
other individuals who chose similar to oneself affects the tendency to switch from round to
round in general, and in light of the outcome.

As each subject saw two other subjects' choices, one could see three feedback "situations":
that all three individuals chose the same box (denoted by F3), that one other individual chose
the same as oneself (F2) or that one is a "deviate", namely that the two other individuals chose
differently from one's own choice (F1). Of all decisions in the FDB condition, 47% choices
(1116 of 2376) were unanimous – showing subjects an F3 feedback. Out of the 1250 (53%)
non-unanimous decisions, in 840 decisions (35%) subjects were in the "majority", and saw
F2, whereas in 420 decisions (18%) subjects saw F1.6 The number of majority decisions (F2
and F3) did not change over time (t(24)=1.32, p=0.200). Figure 6 presents the switch
tendencies following all outcome combinations for each feedback situation (F1, F2, F3).
We first compared the "deviate" to the "majority" (F1 versus F2 and F3) in order to
examine whether seeing others' agreement or disagreement with one's choice affects the
tendency to switch both overall and in light of the previous outcome (in the chosen and
unchosen boxes). As shown in Figure 6, a regression of switch tendencies revealed that when
subjects were in the "majority" – when they saw F2 or F3 feedback – they were somewhat
more prone to switch following no coin in their chosen box (ORchosen*F23=0.778, z=-1.68,
p=.094). There were no other observed differences (all p's>.11).
We conducted two further analyses: One regression compared F1 to F2. As seen in Figure
6, when subjects saw that no other subject chose the same as they did, their tendency to
switch was irrespective of either box's outcome (OR chosen*unchosen*F2=1.242, z=1.82, p=.068).
The second analysis compared F2 to F3, to see whether the number of "supporting" choices
affects reactivity. We observed that in both situations, subjects were sensitive to the outcome
in the unchosen box, in that they were more likely to subsequently switch to it if it had
contained a coin (OR=1.356, z=1.94, p=.053). In addition, subjects who saw two supporting
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Obviously, two-thirds of the non-unanimous decisions were F2, and one-third was F1.

choices (F3) were slightly less likely to switch overall, regardless of outcome (OR=0.535, z=1.76, p=.078).
Discussion
In Experiment 2, we tested whether feedback regarding others' choices and responsibility
for others' payoffs affect choice dynamics. In all conditions, as in Experiment 1, we found that
the previous outcome influenced subjects' subsequent decisions. Importantly, providing
subjects with feedback pertaining to others' choices increased their overall tendency to repeat
their previous choice – regardless of its outcome. Moreover, comparing different feedback
"situations" hints that the feedback content plays a role in the choice dynamics: Lack of
support for one's choice makes one less sensitive to one's own outcome; conversely,
unanimous support for one's choice leads to a tendency to stick with that choice in the
subsequent round. We discuss this further in the General Discussion.
We did not observe a significant influence of responsibility for others' payoffs on choice
dynamics – leaders were not more, nor less, reactive to their outcomes. We return to this point
in the General Discussion.
General Discussion
The present study focuses on the question of whether groups are more or less impulsive
than individuals. Groups and individuals made repeated choices between two risky
alternatives, allowing us to examine both the overall choice behavior, and the choice
dynamics from round to round. Experiment 1 compared voting groups of three noncommunicating members to individuals. We explored both the group behavior, and that of the
individual group members. Experiment 2 begins to disentangle various social influences on
the choice dynamics; we examined the roles of responsibility for others' payoffs, and of
feedback regarding others' choices, in individuals’ choice behavior.

In both experiments and across all conditions, we observed that choices were well
predicted by the outcome of the most recent choice: both the received and the forgone payoffs
affected the rate of switching between alternatives. Our results not only extend previous
findings (Avrahami & Kareev, 2011; Camerer & Ho, 1999; Kareev et al., 2014; Nowak &
Sigmund, 1993) to contexts beyond individual choice behavior: we show that the social
context affects choice dynamics. Groups were not just as sensitive to their outcome as
individuals, they were more sensitive to their outcome. Groups' reactions were more extreme
– whether in sticking more with a choice that yielded a gain, or in moving away from a choice
that did not. In order to understand groups’ reactivity, we explored the reactivity of group
members. In what follows, we describe our results in light of several potential psychological
mechanisms.
Influence of responsibility
Group members might feel more responsible compared to individuals choosing only for
themselves, since each member's choice involved other members’ payoffs. In Experiment 1
we observed that group members who were part of a majority (whose choice determined the
group decision) reacted more strongly to the outcome of their choice than did individuals
choosing only for themselves. The responsibility hypothesis was further supported by the
difference between pivotal and non-pivotal majority members (group members who were part
of a non-consensus majority, versus those in a consensus): Pivotal members, who had more
responsibility over the outcome (Lagnado et al., 2013), reacted more strongly to the outcome
of their choice.
We examined the responsibility hypothesis in the LEAD condition in Experiment 2: The
“leader” subject’s choices solely determined the payoff of two other subjects. The results
were ordinally in line with the above, in that the “leaders” were somewhat more reactive than
individuals choosing only for themselves. However, the results were not statistically

significant, suggesting that forces other than responsibility play a role in group members’ (and
thus, groups’) choice behavior.
Information about others' choices
Group members differed from individuals in that group members received information
regarding others’ choices. This difference could have led to the difference in choice dynamics.
In both experiments, subjects took into account others’ previous choices when making their
own choice. In Experiment 1, members who were outvoted – who saw that the two other
members made the opposite choice – tended to change their choices more often than did other
members. Experiment 2 extended these results to situations in which subjects were not part of
a group, but only received information regarding two other subjects. People who saw that
their choice deviated from that of others were more likely to switch overall, independently of
their outcome in that round. Conversely, when all three subjects chose the same alternative,
subjects had a stronger tendency to stick with their previous choice, compared to seeing only
one supporting choice or none at all. We outline several possible explanations for the
influence of the social information.
Conformity
Conformity, namely choosing the same as others, might provide an intrinsic reward, in
and of itself, on top of the external monetary payoff (Asch, 1956; Simon 1957). Conversely,
deviating from the majority choice might trigger an intrinsic punishment. That is, subjects
may have tried to achieve a unanimous voting in as many rounds as possible, at least be in the
majority as often as possible. Neuroscientific evidence supports the conformity explanation,
showing that conflicting with others' opinions triggers neural error responses (Kimura &
Katayama, 2015; Klucharev et al., 2009). This intrinsic, social, reward (or punishment) might
have diminished the importance of the monetary payoff, and reduced the tendency to switch
after a bad outcome.

Others' choices as information
Subjects might have looked at others’ choices as a source of information regarding the
quality of their own choices. When a consensual or unanimous choice did not yield a gain,
subjects might have felt vindicated by others’ choices: instead of attributing the bad outcome
to a bad decision, subjects might have been more prone to interpret it as mere bad luck. This
explanation, like conformity, would lead to weaker reactivity to outcomes, as taking into
account social information might dilute the informational value of the monetary payoff.
Self-presentation concerns
Subjects in our experiments knew that their choices were visible to others, just as they saw
other members' choices. The mere presence of others has been shown to influence behavior
(for reviews, see Bond & Titus, 1983; Guerin, 1986). Subjects may have felt accountable for
their choices (Lerner & Tetlock, 1999), or had self-presentation concerns, that is, a desire to
present themselves in a favorable light (Baumeister, 1982). In the FDB condition, selfpresentation concerns could have pushed subjects to try to appear as more consistent or less
impulsive than what they are when unobserved - hence to less switches overall. In the LEAD
condition, this consideration could also play a role, yet other forces such as responsibility
could outweigh it.
Choices as signals
It could also be that subjects used their visibility to others as a mean of communication.
Subjects may have tried to signal to others which box was the better one, or what strategy to
use. This could explain diminished reactivity to outcomes: one might want to make one's
"point" clear to others by choosing the same alternative consistently. We believe this is an
unlikely explanation for the results of Experiment 2, since signaling is less likely when others'
choices do not affect one's outcome. Future studies could directly test the signaling hypothesis
by repeating the FDB condition where the composition of groups changes from round to

round. In such settings, subjects would not be able to learn anything from others, or teach
them anything.
Cognitive load
The mere presence of feedback regarding others' choices (either as a group or as
independent feedback), could conceivably have impaired subjects' decisions. The additional
information could increase subjects' cognitive load (Lerner & Tetlock, 1999). This could
potentially explain why subjects in the FDB condition of Experiment 2 switched less than
individuals who did not see others' choices. However, we believe that this explanation is not
very likely given the similar overall performance across conditions.
Importantly, social information – both observing others' choices, and being visible to
others – cannot explain groups’ increased reactivity compared to individuals: Whereas in
Experiment 1 groups and group members were more reactive to their outcome than
individuals, in Experiment 2 subjects who received feedback did not show this effect, and
tended to repeat their previous choice.
Conclusion
The combined results of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 raise several interesting points.
One of which is that both responsibility and information play important parts in determining
groups’ choice behavior, and differentiating it from that of individuals. A second, following,
point is that neither responsibility nor information can alone account for the differences
between groups and individuals. A likely explanation is that the combination of responsibility
and accountability is that which distinguishes voting groups’ behavior from that of
individuals. That is, it is not enough to be responsible for others; it is necessary to also be
viewed as responsible – and be aware of this – as well as have the opportunity to view or
conform to others’ choices. Future studies could address these considerations, and their
impact on choice behavior.

Our findings have several important implications for decision making in costly, risky and
repeated settings. They qualify the common intuition that groups are more levelheaded than
individuals are. Groups' increased reactivity to outcomes may constitute an advantage or a
disadvantage, depending on the potential consequences of the decision. When decisions entail
highly substantial losses, such as investment choices, drug approvals or military deployment,
groups might make better choices due to their increased reactivity. However, this volatility
can also be detrimental, for example, when transitions are costly in time, effort or money.
We show that groups are not necessarily better decision-makers. In contrast with problem
solving or judgment tasks, in risky decisions there seems to be no advantage to entrusting the
decision to groups rather than to individuals. Given that group decision making is often more
financially taxing, difficult or time consuming to achieve, such decisions might be better left
to a single individual.
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Figure 1. Percent of choices of the better box over time in the GRP and SLF conditions,
including a logarithmic regression line. (a) For decision units: Entire groups compared with
individuals who chose only for themselves; (b) for individuals: group members in GRP
compared with individuals who chose only for themselves.
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Figure 2. Percent of "switches" from the previous choice as a function of the outcome of
the chosen and unchosen box, for SLF and GRP as decision units. Error bars represent
standard errors.
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Figure 3. Percent of "switches" from the previous choice as a function of the outcome of
the chosen and unchosen box, for SLF and each individual in GRP by the individual's role in
the decision (G1, G2, G3).
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Figure 4. Percent of choices of the better box over time in the different conditions,
including a logarithmic regression line. (a) LEAD and SLF; (b) FDB and SLF.
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Figure 5. Percent of "switches" from the previous choice as a function of the outcome of
the chosen and unchosen box, for LEAD, SLF and FDB conditions. Error bars represent
standard errors.
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Figure 6. Percent of "switches" from the previous choice as a function of the outcome of
the chosen and unchosen box, for individual in FDB by the number of individuals who chose
that same box (F1, F2, F3).

Appendix: Instructions (translated from Hebrew)
Experiment 1
Hello and welcome to a decision making experiment.
In this game you can accumulate points, which will be converted to money at the end of the
experiment.
[SLF: Each participant in the room will play the game by themselves. Each participant's
payoff will be determined only by their own decisions.]
[GRP: In the beginning of the game, the computer will group the participants in fixed groups
of three participants each. That is, you will play the entire game with the same participants.
Each participant's payoff will be determined by their own decisions and those made by the
members of their group.]

The game will consist of 100 rounds. In each round, you will be asked to choose (by clicking
the mouse) between two closed boxes appearing on the screen.

In each round, there could be a coin – or no coin – in each of the boxes.
The probability of each box containing a coin is fixed, and won't change throughout the game.
For each box there is a specific probability of a coin, and this probability is independent of the
probability of there being a coin in the other box. That is, in each round, there may be a coin
in one box and not in the other; there may be no coin in either box; there may be coins in both
boxes.

[GRP: After all participants have made their choice, the computer will aggregate the
decisions made within each group: The box that received the majority of votes within a group
will be that group's choice.

You will also be able to see how many of your group members voted for each box.]

After all participants have made their choice, both boxes will open. There will be a purple
frame around the box you have chosen. [GRP: There will be a green frame around the box
chosen by the majority of members in your group.]

[SLF: If the box chosen by you contains a coin, a point will be added to your till.]
[GRP: If the box chosen by your group contains a coin, a point will be added to the till of
each group member.]
A counter on the screen will display how many points you have accumulated thus far.

At the end of the experiment, the points will be converted to money, with every two points
worth one New Israeli Shekel.

At any point during the experiment, if you have any questions please raise your hand and an
experimenter will approach you.

Experiment 2
Hello and welcome to a decision making experiment.
In this game you can accumulate points, which will be converted to money at the end of the
experiment.
[SLF & FDB: Each participant in the room will play the game by themselves. Each
participant's payoff will be determined only by their own decisions.]

[LEAD: In the beginning of the game, the computer will group the participants to fixed
groups of three participants each. That is, you will play the entire game with the same
participants. Each participant's payoff will be determined as explained below.]

The game will consist of 99 rounds. In each round, you will be asked to choose (by clicking
the mouse) between two closed boxes appearing on the screen.

In each round, there could be a coin – or no coin – in each of the boxes.
The probability of each box containing a coin is fixed, and won't change throughout the game.
For each box there is a specific probability of a coin, and this probability is independent of the
probability of there being a coin in the other box. That is, in each round, there may be a coin
in one box and not in the other; there may be no coin in either box; there may be coins in both
boxes.

[SLF & FDB:
After all participants have made their choice, there will be a purple frame around the box you
have chosen.
Both boxes will open, and you will see whether there was or wasn't a coin in each box.
{FDB: In addition, in each round, you will be shown the decisions of two other participants.
The identity of these participants will remain fixed throughout the experiment. That is, in each
round you will see the decisions made by the same two participants.}

Determining the payoff:
If the box chosen by you contains a coin, a point will be added to your till]

[LEAD:
Determining the payoff:
At the beginning of the experiment, the computer will randomly select one of the three group
members to be the "Leader".
Each participant will know whether they have been selected as the leader or not selected.
The leader will be the one determining the group choice and the payoff for all group
members. For each round, if the box chosen by the leader contains a coin, a point will be
added to each member's till. In other words, the payoff of each group member will be
determined solely by the leader's decisions.

After all participants have made their choice, there will be a purple frame around the box
chosen by the leader.
Both boxes will open, and you will see whether there was or wasn't a coin in each box.]

At the end of the experiment, the points will be converted to money, with every 5 points
worth 2 New Israeli Shekels.

At any point during the experiment, if you have any questions please raise your hand and an
experimenter will approach you.

